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What is the relationship between a work of art and
the period of its production? In what way does a
work relate (or fail to relate) to those who perceive
it, between diﬀerent periods? Is the passage of time
a reliable basis for assessing artistic quality? How is
it that the more recent proposals of Dennis Oppenheim or Robert Morris can sometimes look quite unconvincing, whereas the work they produced during
the 1960s and 1970s remains so incisive?
Late 2006 sees the Boijmans Van Beuningen museum
in Rotterdam putting on a retrospective of works by
the Dutch artist Bas Jan Ader (1942-1975), who was
active for just a few years, but who now gives the impression of having represented a stunning synthesis
of what art was all about at the time. His approach
was indissociable from the preoccupations of a certain bygone age, but it also bears a singular relationship to the interrogations of the present day.
An entire ﬂoor of the museum, plunged in a pale penumbra, is devoted to the event. A number of ﬁlms
are projected onto the walls, with others being shown
on monitors. Elsewhere, there are groups of photographs. Three adjoining partitions form an alcove
in which biographical documents are displayed; but
this is the only closed-in section of a museographic
conﬁguration that is characterised, in visual terms,
by its openness.
The presentation is spare, admittedly, but the fact
that only a small number of works can be taken in at

a glance does not in any sense lead to a feeling of
being short-changed. Besides which, one of Ader’s
most striking ﬁlms can be seen the entrance to the
exhibition, and the depth of the work immediately
becomes clear. The visitor’s steps are measured;
measured out. From beginning to end, no instant is
insigniﬁcant.
I’m too sad to tell you (1970-1971) is a short ﬁlm (of
which three variants were produced) consisting of a
single ﬁxed shot lasting several minutes. It is the artist himself who appears on the screen, constantly
shaken by sobs. At times he tries to ﬁght back his
tears, and wipes his eyes with his hand; then sadness overcomes him once more.
The ostensive character of the ﬁlm, and its title, cast
derision on this impression of aﬄiction (especially in
relation to a type of conceptual art that thought of itself as being more reserved, with regard to emotion,
then the declining neo-Expressionist movement); but
the spectator cannot avoid feeling a sort of compassion for the subject, with the result that he rapidly
ﬁnds himself unable to form a deﬁnite opinion about
the presentation. He wonders, naively, if the person
is really in pain, or if, on the contrary, he is mocking
his audience, and, by the same token, the solemn
theme of suﬀering?
Farewell to faraway friends (1971) is a colour photograph taken, during a trip to Sweden, by Ader’s partner Mary Sue Andersen. Ader himself can be seen

at the centre of the image, standing beside a fjord,
watching the sun disappearing over the horizon.
The same kind of indecision comes through here, in
that we do not know what to think about the nostalgia and romanticism of the scene, which is both
ironic and sincere. Following the theme of lamentation, what is being dwelt on in this case is the idea
of contemplation, that of landscape – and, still more,
the pain of love and solitude.
The intelligence and power of these two works lie in
Ader’s avoidance of the hasty conclusions that usually result from comparisons being drawn between the
life and the work of a creative artist, or from attempts
to explain the grimness of a painting or a sculpture
by the anguished existence of the person who produced it.
Many artists have transcribed, and continue to transcribe, hope and despair in a literal way, due to the
force of things – their pathos, or their boldness – but
Ader made something out of his torment, ﬁnding the
resources he needed to manipulate it. Nonetheless,
the project did not come into being without diﬃculties and weaknesses; and the cost of his initiative
soon proved exorbitant…
In search of the miraculous (1973-1975), Ader’s last
cycle of works, might be taken as dealing with the
frenetic quest that every artist is supposed to undertake. It is also the title of an excellent book by the
critic Jan Verwoert, recently published by the review

Afterall.
The conceptual and temporal boundaries of the cycle are not easy to deﬁne, as it was put together
progressively. Verwoert is concerned with circumscribing it as a whole, and this is not the least of his
merits.
To begin with, the cycle comprises a series of black
and white photographs taken by Mary Sue Andersen
in 1973, showing Ader wandering by night through
Los Angeles. Words have been written on the images in white ink – the syrupy lyrics of a song by The
Coasters (a well-known 1950s blues group), which
confer a certain ambivalence on these images of distraction.
Then there is a postcard that invites the public to an
exhibition of Ader’s work at the Copley Gallery in Los
Angeles. The front of the card shows the port side of
a boat in a storm; someone is leaning over the rails,
unrecognisable in the spray.
And ﬁnally there is the Copley exhibition itself, which
opened in April 1975, with the photographs of Ader’s
nocturnal peregrinations in the City of the Angels. To
mark the start of the exhibition, a choir formed by
nine of the artist’s students with a piano accompaniment performed two sea songs (as pretty as they
were trivial): What are the wind and waves saying?,
and Goodbye, my love, goodbye. Eighty slides of the
choir were incorporated into the exhibition, along
with an audio recording.
This event was supposed to be followed by a second
exhibition, at the museum of Groningen in Holland.

Ader’s intention was to cross the Atlantic in a fourmetre sailing boat (the smallest vessel ever to have
attempted a journey of that distance). During the
crossing – which was of the dual nature of a sporting
exploit and an artistic test – he proposed to take a
set of photographs that would complete his oeuvre,
as it would complete the voyage itself.
On 9 July 1975 Ader left Cape Cod, Massachusetts,
for a journey that was to last between eight and ten
weeks. But the days passed, and there was no sign
of him. An intensive search proved fruitless, and the
exhibition in Groningen was called oﬀ.
On 18 April 1976, some Spanish ﬁsherman found
Ader’s boat oﬀ the south-west coast of Ireland. Did
he drown in a storm that broke the mast of his frail
craft? This is the most likely hypothesis, though the
enigma has not been wholly dissipated, given the nature of his creative work. It is probable that there was
indeed an accident, but a certain suspicion remains
as to the possibility of a suicide. It has to be admitted, and not without a certain degree of astonishment, that this possibility (or rather, the very idea of
a disappearance, with the doubt it entails as to the
fatality of the outcome) is consistent with the logic
of Ader’s career, and has endowed it with an extra
dimension, notwithstanding the tragic nature of its
conclusion.The Rotterdam exhibition, and Verwoert’s
book, pay tribute to an artist who deserves greater
recognition, and elucidate the issues that were central to his work.

